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IMPORTANT
Please read these notes before you attempt to return any product to Sony 
DADC Europe Limited (“Sony DADC”). It is a Condition of Sale that you 
comply in full with all aspects of our returns procedure. These notes have 
been compiled in order to assist you when making returns to Sony DADC. 
In default of (your) compliance, we reserve the right to reject any claim (in 
which case you will be deemed to have accepted the goods).

GENERAL POINTS
All types of returns must be authorised before any product can be 
returned. No product can be returned without an accompanying Returns 
Authorisation Number.

1. All requests for returns must be addressed to our Customer Services 
Department: By E-mail: enfield.returns@sonydadc.com

PLEASE NOTE: Product should not accompany any request – any 
product received in this manner will not be credited or returned.

2. When a returns request has been agreed and accepted, Sony DADC 
will raise and email to the customer a uniquely numbered Returns 
Authorisation form, which will show all products authorised for 
return. This number should be used in all communication regarding 
this transaction.

3. The Returns Authorisation form will give details of authorised 
product in company and label order. Rejected items will also be 
listed with a brief summary of why the item has been rejected. 

4. Full details of the reasons for rejection will be held on our system, 
and will be supplied on request. However, please note that such a 
request will be subject to charge.

5. Return of the goods is the responsibility of the Customer. Care 
should be taken to ensure the parcel is correctly addressed and a 
receipt obtained from the carrier. Sony DADC has an arrangement 
with their carrier to collect Faulty or Supply Error returns only. The 
customer is responsible for arranging carriage and all charges on all 
other returns types.

6. The Returns Authorisation form must accompany the returned goods.

7. Only authorised goods as detailed on the form should be returned. 
Excess product will not be credited or returned.

8. It should be ensured that product always relates to the form 
enclosed with the parcel. If more than one return is being prepared, 
care should be taken not to mismatch the product or forms. If more 
than one parcel is returned these should be marked 1 of 2, 2 of 2, 
etc. The Returns Authority number should be clearly marked on all 
parcels.

9. Faulty goods must be stickered and the fault(s) identified.

10. With the exception of Faulty/Damaged product, all other products 
must be received at Sony DADC in a condition suitable for immediate 
resale. Upon receipt we reserve the right to examine the product 
and those items found to be acceptable will be credited. Damaged, 
defaced or stickered product cannot be accepted and will not be 
credited or returned.

11. Returns Authorisation are valid for 45 days from date of issue by Sony 
DADC. This date will be clearly shown on the Returns Authorisation. 
Product must be received at the Sony DADC Distribution Centre by 
this date. Any product received after the due date will not be 
credited or returned.

12. A credit note will be issued after receipt and acceptance of the 
returns parcel.

13. Under no circumstances will Sony DADC accept any deduction 
from any current monies owing.

14. Multiple stores only: all returns should be made against branch 
accounts only.

PROCEDURES 
Returns fall under the following headings:

Authorised Sale or Return 
Special Arrangement with Label

Faulty Goods with a manufacturing defect

Privilege Where a percentage of the value of certain lines 
entitles you to return goods up to this value

Supply Errors Duplicated: where the same order is received twice 
Input Errors: where the wrong catalogue number 
or quantity appears on your advice note 
Picking Errors: where the advice note carries the 
correct information but the goods or quantity 
received do not match 
Damaged: where goods are received with damaged 
packaging. However please note that we do not 
provide free replacement cases

‘AUTHORISED’ RETURNS PROCEDURE 
Returns fall under the following headings:

1. Contact our Customer Service Department and request a Returns 
Authorisation for an Authorised return.

2. You will be asked for details of the product to be returned. The 
Authorisation request will be sent to the relevant label for approval and 
confirmation as to whether or not you are entitled to return the product.

3. You must not return any product at this stage.

4. A Returns Authorisation form will be raised carrying pre-printed 
details of catalogue numbers and quantities which you may return. 
Only these catalogue numbers will be accepted and the authorised 
quantities must not be exceeded. Excess items will not be credited 
or returned. Please do not return items advised as rejected on your 
Authorisation form.

5. Pack and despatch through your nominated carrier your parcel to 
arrive before the “valid until” date on the form, ensuring a copy of 
the form is enclosed.

6. All product must be received at Sony DADC in a condition suitable 
for immediate resale. Upon receipt we reserve the right to examine 
the product and those items found to be acceptable will be credited. 
Damaged, defaced or stickered product cannot be accepted and will 
not be credited or returned.

7. The credit value will be calculated on confirmed sales made up to 
your account of that catalogue number and this will include those 
items supplied with differing discount levels.

‘FAULTY’ RETURNS PROCEDURE
Returns fall under the following headings:

1. In the event of a manufacturing fault, complete a Faulty Product 
sticker indicating details of the alleged fault and attach to the item.

2. Contact our Customer Service Department and request a Returns 
Authorisation for a Faulty return.

3. Give details of the product that you have found to be faulty. Product 
that has been deleted for more than six months or from a label now 
with another distributor will not be eligible for return.

4. You must not return any product at this stage. The Returns 
Authorisation number will appear on your Returns Authorisation 
form and will be referred to on your credit note.

5. An authorisation form will be raised carrying pre-printed details of 
catalogue numbers and quantities which you may return: only these 
catalogue numbers will be accepted and the authorised quantities must 
not be exceeded. Excess items will not be credited or returned. Please do 
not return items advised as rejected on your Authorisation form.
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6. Pack and make ready your parcel for despatch ensuring a copy of the 
form is enclosed. Contact your local DHL depot quoting the Returns 
Authorisation number, who will collect the parcel and deliver to Sony 
DADC Distribution Centre at Sony DADC’s expense.

7. Upon receipt we reserve the right to examine the product for the 
faults described. Sony DADC will issue a credit for (or replace) those 
items found to be faulty. We reserve the right to reject product 
with induced faults or any items within commercially acceptable 
manufacturing limits.

Should the level of `faulty’ returns exceed an acceptable level, 
Sony DADC reserve the right, pending further investigation, to 
suspend further Returns Authorisations.

8. The credit value will be calculated on confirmed sales made to 
your account of that catalogue number and this will include those 
supplied with differing discount levels.

‘PRIVILEGE’ RETURNS PROCEDURE

Certain labels / product lines, from time to time, generate a privilege 
returns allowance, i.e. goods to an equivalent value of a percentage of the 
goods purchased can be returned for credit. Customers can be advised of 
their entitlement value by arrangement.

1. Contact our Customer Service Department and request a Returns 
Authorisation for a Privilege return.

2. As only certain catalogue numbers and quantities which you may 
return, a search of the system will confirm whether or not you are 
entitled to return the product.

3. You must not return any product at this stage. A Returns Authorisation 
form will be raised carrying pre-printed details of catalogue numbers 
and quantities which you may return. Only these catalogue numbers 
will be accepted and the authorised quantities must not be exceeded. 
Excess items will not be credited or returned. Please do not return 
items advised as rejected on your Authorised form.

4. Pack and despatch through your nominated carrier your parcel to 
arrive before the “valid until” date on the form, ensuring a copy of 
the form is enclosed.

5. All product must be received at Sony DADC in a condition suitable 
for immediate resale. Upon receipt we reserve the right to examine 
the product and those items found to be acceptable will be credited. 
Damaged, defaced or stickered product cannot be accepted and will 
not be credited or returned. The credit value will be calculated on 
confirmed sales made to your account of that catalogue number and 
this will include those supplied with differing discount levels. 

‘SUPPLY ERROR’ RETURNS PROCEDURE

1. Such errors must be notified immediately to our Customer Service 
Department and confirmed in writing within seven days of delivery. 
Parcels received in an obviously damaged condition should be 
indicated as such on the delivery driver’s manifest at the time of 
receipt.

2. In the case of non-receipt of an order, you must notify our Customer 
Service Department within seven days of receiving your invoice.

3. When notifying Sony DADC of a `Sent in Error’ you will be asked for 
details of the error and the advice note number concerned. Sony 
DADC will investigate the claim and if satisfied will issue a Returns 
Authorisation. In the case of non-receipt a credit will be issued.

4. You must not return any product at this stage.

5. An authorisation form will be raised carrying pre-printed details of 
the catalogue numbers and quantities which you may return: only 
these catalogue numbers will be accepted and the authorised 
quantities must not be exceeded. Excess items will not be credited 
or returned. Please do not return items advised as rejected on your 
Authorisation form.

6. Pack and make ready your parcel for despatch ensuring a copy of the 
form is enclosed. Contact your local DHL depot quoting the Returns 
Authority number, who will collect the parcel and deliver to Sony 
DADC Distribution Centre at Sony DADC’s expense.

The credit value will be calculated on confirmed sales made to your account 
of that catalogue number and this will include those supplied with differing 
discount levels.


